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What Weeds are You Seeing 
Now? Do You Know Them?

You don’t have to 
look hard to know that 
winter weeds are here and 
doing quite well.  You 
would think with the low 
amount of rainfall this 
winter we would have 
very little weeds but 
instead they are doing 
very well!

Can you identify 
these weed pictures?  I know pictures are never as good as actual 
plants but overall you can see these weeds well enough to know 
what they are or can you?  Are they in your pastures or are they in 
your lawn or both?  Are they good 
or are they bad? Depends!  

So, let’s see if we can answer 
your questions.  The top weed is 
henbit.  It is a weed we have every 
year and with its characteristic 
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Farley’s Thoughts

I always look forward to 
spring but this one feels 
different. January was warmer 
than normal, and February has 
been colder than normal. It 
seems to be finally warming up 
to more normal temperatures. 
Corn planting has started the 
end of February.

Small grain growth has 
been erratic because January 
was better than normal and 
February has slowed down, but 
in general I have been pleased 
with the growth considering 
the lower than normal rainfall. 
The good news is that what 
rainfall we have received has 
been timely, and a little rain 
lasts longer in the winter than 
in the spring or summer.

I expect fertilizer prices to 
be less than last year. This is 
the third year in a row that 
prices have decreased. Urea 
and phosphate have increased 
since the first of the year, but 
liquid nitrogen has not. I didn’t 
say they were cheap, I said they 
have decreased for the third 
year in a row.

Weeds and trash grasses 
are as bad in Bermuda grass 
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purple flower is quite well known.  The picture above on the first 
page and to the right is shepherdspurse. It has a characteristic 
heart shaped seed capsule.  What is that weed on the first page at 

the bottom?  Some 
people know it but 
they just don’t know 
the name or maybe 
they remember the 
candy that was 
common 50 years ago 
made from it?  It is 
Horehound weed and 
from it they made a 
candy or cough drop 
called horehound 
candy.  

The above picture is known as redstem filaree.  It is also a 
common lawn and pasture winter weed that is only just now 
starting get some growth and 
size.  It starts out like this 
picture but is about to grow 
flower and seed heads that can 
be as much as 2-3 feet tall.  

What is the weed to the 
right?  It is a very common 
yard weed known as common 
chickweed.  It grows almost 
anywhere or everywhere and 
can cover the ground quickly. 

Did you pass the test?  Can 
you identify the weeds in your pastures or lawns?  Well the good 
news is that even if you can’t identify all your weeds we can and 
we have the products to take out your weeds and clean up both 
your lawns and your pastures!

Paraquat Herbicide Changes
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently 

announced certified applicators must successfully complete an 
EPA-approved training program before mixing, loading, and/or 
applying paraquat dichloride, an herbicide commonly referred to 
as paraquat.
 You can not buy it even if you have a pesticide license unless 
you have completed the online training class and have a 
certificate.  I took the class and its not hard it just takes about an 
hour or so.  Go to:  https://campus.extension.org/enrol/index.php?
id=1660 and you can get trained!!

Sesame Growing?
This year you may drive by some fields of sesame, something 

we haven’t seen in a few years.  Sesame is one of those crops that 
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hay fields as I have ever seen. 
With these recent cold snaps, 
we are continuing to spray 
these fields with Roundup and 
broadleaf herbicides. This can 
continue until the grass starts 
greening up, which I don’t 
believe will happen until mid-
March.

Sudan seed prices are 
approximately $5/bag higher 
than last year. The early freeze 
in the Panhandle ruined the 
germination on a lot of Sudan 
seed. Pearl Millet and Red Top 
Cane are extremely short. Most 
of the seed for the entire 
United States is grown in the 
Texas Panhandle.

Hay continues to be sold 
from this area to all parts of 
Texas. Prices have increased 
slightly, but haven’t 
skyrocketed as yet. However, 
there shouldn’t be a big 
carryover. The late
 Bermuda grass green up should 
keep the demand for hay going 
strong in March and maybe 
into April.

I would be remiss if I 
didn’t bring up the worldwide 
Coronavirus that they are now 
calling COVID 19. It always 
amazes me how drastically 
these “Black Swan” events can 
affect our everyday lives, and 
ultimately, our pocket books. 

Commodity prices have 
plummeted this past week and 
I have no idea how long it will 
continue. Prices that have 
dropped include beef cattle, 
milk, grains, fuel, and the stock 
market, just to name a few. If 

https://campus.extension.org/enrol/index.php?id=1660
https://campus.extension.org/enrol/index.php?id=1660
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we can grow here successfully 
but it is a crop that is marginally 
profitable at best.  Prices for 
sesame can be good or fair from 
year to year and depending on 
other crop prices we may or may 
not grow it.  This year sesame 
contracts are better than they 
have been in several years giving 
growers something to consider 
over cotton which just can’t get 
any traction with low prices.
Sesame is easy to grow and has 
little input costs so growers 
don’t have a lot in the crop 
before harvest - something to 
consider!

Soil Temperatures, Do They 
Matter?

Last year I told you about a weather station located in 
Stephenville that is great to use.  If you will go to this website, 
https://wcc.sc.egov.usda.gov/nwcc/site?sitenum=2203 you will 
be able to get air temperature, soil temperature and humidity, 
perfect for knowing when to plant any crop. Here are a few 
examples, corn 50℉, sorghum 60℉, cotton 65℉, okra 70℉, 
bermudagrass 70℉, carrots 45℉, tomato 65℉.

The temperatures on the website are in Celsius, but to 
convert multiply the number times 1.8 and add 32.   So a 20℃ 
temperature is 20*1.8 equals 36 + 32 equals 68℉.

Spring Freeze on Pecans?
Dr. Lu Zhang is a researcher at Oklahoma State University 

and a regular contributor to the Oklahoma Growers Association 
newsletter and 
meeting.  She 
spoke last June 
at their yearly 
conference on 
the “Influence of 
Spring Freeze on 
Pecan Bloom.”  I 
was at the 
conference and 
was fascinated 
by the 
discussion.  She 
has taken pecan 
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you didn’t think things that 
happen in China affect us, you 
are wrong. Again, I ask how 
long will it last? I have no idea. 
We must continue to monitor 
the situation and stay 
informed.

I appreciate your business 
and the relationships that we 
have formed over the years.
input needs and give you the 
best possible advice that we 
can. We wish you the best in 
2019 and thanks for your 
business.

Jim

Peanut 
Contracts 
Look Good 
Again!

There is at best an average 
supply of peanuts in the US 
according to all the experts.  
And, there is still a real need 
for Texas peanuts that is 
showing up in peanut grower 
contracts.  

If you want to grow 
peanuts it is sure may be 
possible “I hope” to get a $475 
to maybe as high as $525 
contract for 2020.  Now I 
know this is still not the $678 a 
ton price that was quota price 
back in the day but considering 
commodity prices today that’s 
not bad. Also the land we have 
has had a long rest from 
peanuts and so diseases should 
be almost non existent.  So 
maybe these irrigated fields 
could yield 2-3 tons versus the 
1.5 tons they were known to 
produce.  Check with either 

https://wcc.sc.egov.usda.gov/nwcc/site?sitenum=2203
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limb shoots with buds or flowers at the outer bud scale shed 
stage or even early bloom stage. You can see in the picture 
(courtesy of Bill Reid in Kansas) that the bud scales are just open 
or are at bud scale shed stage.  She put these cut shoots in the 
freezer at 21.2, 24.8, 32 and 39.2 degree temperatures for 4, 8 or 12 
hours.  After treating they were cultivated in pure water in a 
growth chamber.  The shoots then grew and bloomed.  
Interestingly at the 39.2 degree temperature at 4 hours the male 
flowers were wilted and were without female flowers.  Dr. 
Zhang’s conclusion, “cold temperatures” may be a better 
description instead of a “spring freeze.”  We have always thought 
that we lose pecan crops to freezes but sometimes it is simply 
cold weather at the wrong time! 

“Feed Store”
Keep in mind, when it 

comes time to work you 
cattle this spring, we have all 
the supplies you need. If 
possible, we recommend 
scheduling your cattle work a 
few weeks after the grass 
greens ups for a better chance 
of controlling worms.

We offer custom cattle 
tags available with your name, 
phone number, brand, etc. 
The VAX MATE Livestock 
Vaccine Cooler is now 
available! Its a handy way to keep your vaccines cool, organized 
and at your finger tips!

Come by and visit us at The Feed Store! For every $25 cash 
ticket we will enter your name into a drawing to win a VAX 
MATE! Limited to one per customer per day. Ends May 4, 2020 
and drawing will be held May 5, 2020. 
Lawn Preemerge for Grassburrs

If you have not put out a lawn preemerge yet you still have a 
small window of time to get it done, but not much!  Preemerge 
herbicides work in the soil to keep weeds from emerging from 
the soil.  If the weed or in this case grassburr germinates and 
comes out of the soil applying the preemerge late won’t kill it.  

The products we sell are granular and if you are sure about 
your applicator setting then application is as fast as putting out 
fertilizer.  So if grassburrs are the problem put out an application 
now, again the end of May and again the end of August.  I know, 
sounds like a lot of trouble but so are grassburrs!

Like us on Facebook & Instagram!  Our website is 
www.farleyfarmsupply.com
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Birdsong or Golden about a 
potential contract.

Cotton 
Planting

On the other hand cotton 
prices don’t seem to be able to 
get out of the basement, 
running around the 64¢ range 
for December 202o contracts.  
This is certainly not that good 
and won’t cause everyone to 
jump at planting cotton. We will 
plant some cotton this year but 
overall it will be down.

Pecan Prices
Are they ever going to get 

better?  This is a question many 
growers are asking as they have 
gone through another year of 
low prices. I don’t know exactly 
if they will ever reach our 
historic highs but the prices 
were a little better this year and 
fortunately there were 
BUYERS this year.  Most of the 
central Texas crop has been sold 
while last year we were just 
sitting on it.

Fortunately we do have 
strong demand for pecans, 
quality pecans and the market 
seems ready to take more.  We 
are starting to move some of 
the lower end product like 
pieces and there are many 
companies introducing new 
innovative products like snack 
foods.  It would seem that our 
promotion programs are 
working, slowly, but working!

http://www.farleyfarmsupply.com

